2018 YOUTH RULES
1. This class is for the kids AGES 12-16 W/0 DRIVERS LICENSE let them learn how to strip cars
out, build a car to the rules and be a good sport when they win or lose. Upon arrival a notarized
parental consent form must be filled out or you will not be allowed to participate. One parent
must be present with valid I.D. A notary will be present to notarize the entry forms. A PARENT
OR ADULT MUST RIDE WITH THE DRIVER. This is for instructional purposes as well as a
possible emergency.
2. cars must remain stock unless specified in these rules all cars must be factory front wheel drive
4 or 6 cylinder and wheelbase must not exceed 113"
3. Strip interior100%! U can leave in passenger seat, dash, KEY START RECOMMENDED
completely remove airbags and power charge!
4. Drivers door and passenger door may be welded all way around on outside only both doors
may be reinforced on the outside from door seam to door seam.
5. All other doors may be wired with 9 wire 8 places per seam.
6. Deck lid and or hatch may be wired with 9 wire in 8 places sheet metal to sheet metal only.
7. No tucking or wedging of rear of car permitted. Body creasing is allowed.
8. Bumpers must be factory 1980 and newer car bumper only. You may weld bumper all the way
around at the mounting point of the frame. You cannot add bumper shocks to a car that does
not have them from factory.
9. You may use 2 places in windshield area for 9 wire or 3/8 chain from roof to cow of car to
prevent hood from coming into cabin of car.
10. No rear window bar will be permitted.
11. Battery must be mounted inside the car; all parts of battery must be covered with a
nonflammable material.
12. Any tire permitted. Remove wheel weights. No studded tires permitted.
13. Fuel Tanks***this is the most important rule to read. Any fuel system I feel that’s unsafe will not
pass. Stock fuel tanks can be left in if they are mounted in front of rear axle. I don’t want to see
a stock tank mounted in your back-seat area. Tanks must be made of steel a 4-point hold down
bolted to floor with a minimum of a 2" washer on the underside of car. All hoses must be double
clamped at all connections. Electric fuel pumps must be operated by a switch that the
passenger can shut off in case of a fire. I'll paint switch during inspection. Stock systems will
simply use the key.
14. You may have a 4-point cage for driver and pass. Safety. Reinforcing the driver’s door and
passenger door highly recommended. 12 x 12 inner door plates and No larger than 6" dia. pipe.
A roll over bar strongly advised. You may also have a gas tank protector no wider than 24”.
15. All cars must remain factory stock unless otherwise stated in rules above.

